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	Title: Run A Ton
	School: Good Shepherd Catholic School, Denver
	Sponsor: Annette Humphrey
	Abstract: This project is about how different shoes affect the heart rate of the runner. My hypothesis is that if I change the type of shoe then the heart rate of the runner will go up because shoes affect how hard your muscles work. I set this experiment up by gathering all the shoes I used and running 40 ft in each three times. I monitored my heart rate with my Fitbit I wore; before each trail I took my heart rate and at the end I took it again. I found that the average heart rate for tennis shoes was 90 BPM, the average for the Converse was 94 BPM, the average for the flip flops was 95 BPM, and the average for the heels was 104 BPM. My hypothesis was proven because the difference in the shoes was also seen in the heart rate. I learned that different types of shoes affect the heart rate, it is important because if you are a runner like me you want to know what shoes will help in races and which will not.
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